
What we know about 
New Readers in India



We want to learn more about 
potential Wikipedia users
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‘New Readers’
● Needs for info seeking, especially online
● Habits for info seeking online, and for 

interacting with Wikipedia
● Existing sources of information and why 

they are used and trusted. 

● Existing perceptions and knowledge of 
Wikipedia

● How current Wikipedia functionalities 
support or inhibit online learning

How do they find information? How can Wikipedia help?

Full set of project objectives can be found at 
https://meta.wikimedia.org/wiki/New_Readers/Priorities
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In 2016: 3 country focus

Full set of country priorities and demographics can be found at 
https://meta.wikimedia.org/wiki/New_Readers#Priority_countries

Mexico Nigeria India



Community Phone surveys Design 
research

Design research
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New Readers in India
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Community



Community Consultation

● April 22, 2016: Chat with CIS at Wikimedia 
Conference Berlin  

● May 11, 2016: Posting to Village Pumps 
and Wikimedia India mailing lists 

● May 12, 2016: Conversation with Yohann 
Thomas

● Hindi
● Tamil
● Bengali
● Punjabi
● Malayalam

Community conversations Informed language focuses>>



Phone surveys



Phone surveys

● Why call phones for a survey?

● Partnership with VotoMobile

● Survey locations chosen

○  India, Mexico, Nigeria, Brazil, Egypt, Ghana

● Challenges of India survey

○ 12 Languages used across 7 regions of India



Phone surveys

Question categories

● Awareness and use of Wikipedia

● Internet usage

● Mobile questions

● Basic Demographics

Scale and Methodology

● Number of calls

● Proportional representation

● Avoiding Bias



Phone survey - India highlights

● 75% of respondents had never heard of Wikipedia

● 43% of respondents say they have an internet-capable phone

● 64% of respondents say they use the internet

● More to cover in next presentation...

Results from 6000 completed surveys to mobile phone users across India - 
June 2016



Design research
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We talked to...



Ethnographic
interviews

User observations
& demonstrations

Key informant 
interviews

Semi-structured individual 
interviews lasting up to 1.5 hrs 

Conducted in context and in 
private—e.g., in respondents’ 
homes, workplaces, or other 
natural locations.

Guided observations of 
respondents as they live, work, 
and use different products to 
identify otherwise unarticulated 
needs, motivations, habits, and 
challenges that may be 
otherwise subconscious. 

Interviews with experts in who 
have insights into market 
dynamics, user behavior, and 
other relevant topics. 

Experts were from the fields of 
technology, education, media, 
and telecommunications.

What we did...



Key findings



Information 
Seeking

● People seek news and actionable 
information first, and context second.

● Visual content and design helps attract 
and win over users. 

● People don’t need to trust an information 
source to find it useful.
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Accessing the 
internet
● Constant, individual internet access is not 

the norm for all.

● Mobile tech dominates for getting online, 
and Android is the platform of choice.

● Cost remains a barrier to widespread 
internet penetration.
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Understanding 
the internet
● People are learning how to use the 

internet from others, both loved ones and 
professional intermediaries.

Example patterns: 
a. Students from Teachers 
b. Wives from Husbands 
c. Parents from Children 
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Using the 
internet
● People are using the internet in English, 

without expecting otherwise 

● Mobile apps have exploded in popularity, 
led by messaging and social media

● Students and educators have conflicting 
views on how the internet can support 
formal education.
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Getting info. 
online
● People trust online search (and Google in 

particular) to get them what they need.

● In an era of search-led, task-oriented 
browsing, there is little loyalty to specific 
web properties—unless they relate to 
personal passions.
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Using 
Wikipedia
● As a brand, Wikipedia is not widely 

recognized or understood. People are 
Wikipedia readers without realizing it.

● Wikipedia readers are generally 
task-oriented, not exploration-oriented. 
Wikipedia is seen as a utility, and not a 
destination in itself.
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These findings enable us to 
make archetypal users….
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What happens now?



Research Synthesis Application

Community consultation
Phone surveys 
Design research Fieldwork 

Analyzing data 
Sharing findings
Prioritizing opportunities 

Community collaboration
Building solutions 
Testing & evaluating

We are here



Research Synthesis Application

Community consultation
Phone surveys 
Design research Fieldwork 

Analyzing data 
Sharing findings
Prioritizing opportunities 

Community collaboration
Building solutions 
Testing & evaluating

We need you!



Questions? 
Let’s discuss!



Learn more 

https://meta.wikimedia.org/wiki/
New_Readers
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Thanks!


